### Description

DB: MySQL-5.1.61 (Debian squeeze)
Ruby: 1.8.7
Rails: 3.2.6
Gem: 1.8.15
Redmine: 1.4.1 and 2.0.3

The problem we have is that sometimes subtasks are not displayed in parent issue, and there's no rule in which cases it appears. As this is too general, can you tell me what other info to attach to this ticket to make you guys able to debug it, please? Thank you!

### Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Defect #12846: sub-issues being rendered under wrong pa...  
New

### History

#### #1 - 2013-01-16 10:11 - Daniel Felix

This seems to relate to #12846.
If you mean the display beneath the ticket description.

Those display on the issue list is another problem.